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There will be a $25 Team Placement Fee due at the time of your scheduled team placement day.  
Please complete all that apply below. Remember if you don’t have skills that are listed don’t worry 
you soon will. 

 

Athlete Name __________________________________________________________________  

Age as of August 31, 2016 _______  

Birthdate ___/___/___ Grade (16-17 School Year) _______  

 Have you cheered before? _____ YES _____ NO If so, where? _________________________  

 

Check ALL tumbling skills you can perform on the FLOOR  WITHOUT A SPOT  

STANDING TUMBLING:       FULL RUNNING TUMBLING: 

 __None or Back Walkover     __None or Round-Off 

 __Standing Back Handspring (BHS)     __Running Round-Off BHS 

 __Standing Tuck       __Running Round-Off BHS Multiples 

__Jump BHS        __Running Round-Off Tuck 

__Jump Tuck        __Running Round-Off BHS Tuck 

__Standing Multiple BHS     __Running Round-Off Layout 

 __Standing Two BHS to Tuck      __Running Round-Off BHS Layout 

__Standing BHS to Tuck      __Running Round-Off Full 

__Standing Two BHS to Layout      __Running Round-Off BHS Full 

__Standing BHS to Layout      __Running Round-Off BHS Double Full 

__Standing Two BHS to Full        

__Standing BHS to Full  
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At which stunt position do you have experience? (Circle ALL that apply)  

NONE   FLYER   BASE   BACKSPOT  

 

Check you most advanced stunting skill level:  

__Level 1(Example - No experience or level 1 Stunt, Preps)  

__Level 2 (Example - Preps, Extensions, One-Leg at Prep, Straight Cradle Dismounts, ½ Up to Extension, 
Straight Ride Basket Toss)  

__Level 3 (Example - Extended One-Legged Stunts, Full Twisting Two-Legged Dismounts, Full-Up to prep, 
Single Trick Basket Tosses)  

__Level 4 (Example - Extended One-Legged Stunts, Double Twisting Dismount Two-Legged Stunts, Full 
Twisting Dismount One-Legged Stunts, Kick-Full Basket or Double Twisting Basket)  

__Level 5 (Example - Double Twisting One-Legged Dismounts, Kick Double Basket, Double-Ups)  

 

What are your strengths? _______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

What would be your best contribution as a team member? _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What to Expect at Evaluations Remember there is a place for everyone—NO tumbling, NO Stunting or 
Toss Experience Required.  All athletes will be leveled according to USASF criteria for all-star levels and 
athlete credentialing. For more information on the USASF and all-star cheer levels, please visit 
www.USASF.net. Tumbling: There is no minimum skill needed for placements. Please do not let the lack 
of a skill prevent you from attending evaluations. Everyone will have an opportunity to demonstrate 
their best running tumbling pass and standing tumbling skill. These skills will be evaluated without a 
spot.  

Cheer Technique and Presentation: We will also teach and evaluate cheer jumps and motions. A short 
motion sequence to music will be taught to each cheerleader. This will help us evaluate each 
cheerleader’s sharpness in motion technique, timing, and showmanship. 

What is Placement and why do we do it? 

Placement is the beginning evaluation process that every cheerleader will take part in during sign ups 

and during the season. During placement session the athletes are required to demonstrate jumps, 

tumbling, motions, dance and stunts. This evaluation allows the coaching staff to understand each 

individual strengths and area of opportunity to ensure the athlete is placed on the appropriate team. 

Please understand each athlete will be placed on a team. The athletes will have an opportunity to meet 

the staff, make new friends and give the staff an opportunity to see how the athletes interact with each 

other. We evaluate the athletes in groups as well individually and encourage each person to do their 

best! The levels each athlete will be assessed will correspond to the industry cheer levels in which we 

will compete and as set by the USASF (United States All Star Federation.)  REMEMBER EVERY ATHLETE 

WILL BE PLACED ON A TEAM! 

When placing athletes, we will base our decisions on ability first and then age. Our decisions will be 
based on the athletes currently in the program and their current skills. 

After Placement Evaluations (PE), the staff will pick teams based on their discretion. Many key elements 

factor into the decision. Keep in mind that all teams are built to compete at a high level! There may be 

athletes on any given team that tumble at a different level than the rest of their teammates. We try to 

match up the athletes by level as best we can, but please remember that stunting, pyramids, jumps, 

dance, motions, and age are huge factors as well. Some will be stronger tumblers than others. Some will 

contribute more with stunts than others. We chose our team based on the positions that we need to fill 

(Bases, flyers, tumblers, etc.) Every athlete is on the team for a reason - please trust the staff we know 

what we are doing. 
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IMPORTANT– PLEASE READ THOROUGHLY: The coaching staff reserves the right, at any time, without 
notice, to change the rosters of the teams by adding, rearranging, or removing cheerleaders to/ from 
teams for a performance or practice. Cheerleaders may be removed from our program at any time for 
reasons which include but are not limited to: poor sportsmanship, attitude problems, absences and/or 
tardiness, lack of improvement, lack of financial responsibility, and conflicts between cheerleaders, 
coaches, parents, or anyone else involved in our program or any other all-star programs. There will be 
no refunds of tuition given in the event of removal from a team. 

I______________________________________ understand the terms in the form.  All information 
provided is true to the best of my knowledge.   All questions regarding this form has been answered to 
my satisfaction and is willingly participating in the placement process with Cheer Force All Stars. 

___________________________________    
Athlete Full Name 
 
___________________________________ ______________ 
Athlete Full Signature                                                       Date 
 
_____________________________________    
Athlete Parent or Legal Guardian’s Full Name  
(If under the age of 18) 
 
 
_____________________________________        _____________ 
Athlete Parent or Legal Guardian’s Signature      Date  
(If under the age of 18) 
 
_____________________________________        _____________ 
CFA Staff Name          Date  
 
 
_____________________________________        _____________ 
CFA Staff Signature         Date  
 
 

T-Shirt Size: ___YS___YM___YL___YXL                  ___AS___AM___AL___AXL ___AXXL 
         

 
                Shorts Size:   ___YS___YM___YL___YXL                   ___AS___AM___AL___AXL ___AXXL          


